Steering Meeting Minutes
November 18, 2021

Attending

GSA Staff:
Jessica Vélez

Advisor
Jordan Ward
Aakanksha Singhvi

Cochairs:
Balint Kacsoh
Karyn Onyeneho
Katherine Maniates
Kaushal Kumar Bhati
Madhumala Sadanandappa
Malgorzata Gazda
Seyma Katrinli

ECS Board Representatives
Nicole Torosin
Gavin Rice
Jacob Ortega

Agenda Items:

1. Round Table: 1 positive from the past month
2. General Early Career Leadership Program Guidelines + Expectations
   a. Review and feedback
3. ECLP Applications Update
   a. Currently 16 applicants (although we expect more to come in closer to the deadline)
   b. Please encourage grad students/postdocs in your circles to apply!
   c. Find example tweets here
4. ECLP Dashboard
   a. Please let Erin know if there is anything else helpful we can add to this to make it your landing page for all things ECLP
5. Steering Advisors Discussion
   a. Topic Suggestions
   b. Topic: Academic job hunting